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About This Game

It is March 15, 1920 and the town of Nikolayevsk-on-Amur has been overrun by mad men killing and burning everything in
sight. You are the last survivor of the Japanese expeditionary force in Siberia. You must fight to survive and in the end find a

way to save Harmony. Fight off soldiers driven mad by over consumption of varnish in the aftermath of the Nikolayevsk
incident (尼港事件). Search the area for radio parts to build a radio to call for help.

Try not die of exposure in the frozen Siberian countryside. Cut down trees and start fires to stay warm. Hunt deer and other
game and cook the meat to regain health. Explore the endless Siberian forest during the day and night. Use lights to illuminate

the way in the dark. Avoid dangerous meteorite fallout spread throughout the area or cover them with snow using a shovel.

· Loosely based on true events surrounding the 1920's Nikolayevsk incident

· Period weapons including Mosin rifle, Type 38 rifle, Nambu pistol, and Red 9 pistol

· Physics based inventory system

· Speed and warmth upgrades

· Trade with strange forest creatures

· Unique perma-death system
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· Day and night cycles based on your clock

· Infinite procedurally generated environments
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Title: Saving Harmony
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
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Daniel Mercier
Publisher:
Mercier Games
Release Date: 26 Sep, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: windows XP or higher

Memory: 500 MB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 100 MB available space

English,Japanese
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saving you saving me harmony raines. saving harmony

Lots of customization, manually scaling difficulty, smooth and tight gameplay
After a point you are only really getting bigger numbers though, there's not a whole lot of content, but what's there is really nice
and easily 5+ hours of gameplay. I really like playing this game! Quick and fun!

I'll try to win some place in the leaderboard ;)
See you soon in the saloon!. This is a great glimpse into the world of indie development, especially regarding game jams. Teams
are put under the clock and have to come out with a completed game in just 48 hours. Not to mention that their teammates
might be total strangers. Then, the film progresses to a showcase and publisher pitch for the winning team(s). While all teams
walk away with a portfolio piece, valuable experience, and new friends - some teams walk away with a chance to turn a hobby
into a full-time gig.
Great inspirational piece for aspiring developers and other creatives alike.. Good software, auto renew doesn't work. Even
developers themselves think this game is trash.. Fun Enteraining game reminds me of old 2d game Secret Weapons of the
Luftwaffe which is now abandonware and free to download at many site but here is one 
http://www.xtcabandonware.com/game/1386/secret-weapons-of-the-luftwaffe

Controls are simple with multi ways to control your aircraft with the use of Mouse/Keyboard Arcade mode, Joystick/Keyboard
Simulator mode, Gamepad Arcade mode.

I have started the game playing in Joystick/Gampad with Arcade mode because I do not own the proper Flight Joystick to play
the game in Simulator mode without going nutts. I have not try yet but i doubt It will be enjoyable playing in simulator mode
with a Gamepad. The aircraft fly well and the story so far has been entertaining as you are a girl who's father was an Ace in
WW2.

Graphices are nice the terrain has detailed buildings, docks, ships, tanks, vehicals the usual things you would find in a arcade
sim. Have not tryed the online mutiplayer yet I hope it is as enjoyable as the single player mode.

The game and two more games of the same nature are on sale right now 75% of so you get Air Conflicts: Secret Wars, Air
Conflicts: Pacific Carriers & Air Conflicts: Vietnam all for $11 and some odd cents well worth it if you like these types of
games.

Not sure if they have coop support but if they do and anyone wants to be my wingman I would Love to give it a try just send me
a msg/invite.

Update. I have ust completed the Campain it was a blast the story telling was very good and missions well thought. There are
alot of missions in the campain which is a good thing didn't want it to end to soon. After playing the game a while it really
reminded me of a classic SNES game called Aces High or Wings 2 Aces High, I loved playing that game fighting the aces at the
end and if your pilot died he stayed dead. You had 5 pilots each with there own unquie skills each one was skilled best for
certain missions, strafing/bombing/air combat so on. This game has a few hard missions like shooting down a zillion guys
parachuting out of bombers that mission took many trys to complete but it was fun. This game is a classic to me now. Well on to
the next one "Air Conflicts: Pacific Carriers", hope it is as enjoyable as "Air Conflicts: Secret Wars". A short story that takes
place during the events of the main story in Labyrinth, Afterglow is pretty neat. It gives us more time with Asako, which is
always a welcome thing to have. Also Yuuji is actually voiced in this, which rather surprised me. Lastly is a brief story bit that
veers off to talk about one of the side characters from Labyrinth... and is certainly something that I'm surprised wasn't in the
main game.

If there's not much to say about this... well it is a mix of not wanting to spoil, but also that it is pretty damn short as well. Took
me less than 1 1\/2 hours to finish it. In that sense... I would say waiting for a price cut or a sale is probably a good idea.

Anyway, just a little bonus story where you get more of Asako and Yuuji that feels like it easily could have fit into the main
story of Labyrinth itself. If that sounds appealing, then this probably will be right up yer alley.

Yey.. If you loved LIMBO and Machinarium, you'll love this. Also (relatively) easy to get 100% achievement completion..
Easily the best modern submarine game on the market right now. With the latest additions they have brought themselves nose to
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nose with series such as Silent Hunter, 688i Hunter Killer, and Sub Command. The developers are listening to the best of the
ideas from the community and building on them. If you have loved Naval Strategy games in the past. Cold Waters won't
disapoint.
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It's as good as any of the Zen Pinball tables but it's only one at the moment. Looks good on my vertical cabinet setup and with
3D vision on my desktop. Needs backglass support and ability to move the DMD to the second montior but these this will come.
VR support would be cool also. Aaaargh!!!. This is a simple, goal orientated town management sim. Well worth the 3.99 USD
(you can also find it cheaper in the Indie Gala bundle)

I wrote something about it on my blog: https://anothers2cents.wordpress.com/2016/07/29/just-another-review-townopolis/. If
you were looking for a true remastered game, this isn't it. The ending is different, there is an extra character, and a lot of the
gameplay more closely resembles the newer games of the series as opposed to the classic ones. It's okay, I still prefer the
original SCK but it's nice to not have to change disks. I would recommend a play, but only if you've played the original one
first.. (update: I take it all back. This game is flawed and not worth the aggravation. It's bad enough that your character will go
from a dead stand still to rolling off the edge without you pressing anything at all, but to expect me to dodge hornets on tiny
sand blocks followed by a f*cking fire tunnel without a checkpoint after the f*cking mess that was the hornet bit?!?!?! F*ck this
game.)

Good game with acceptable stupid humor. I am enjoying it and the devs take suggestions on improvement. Good going
guys\/gals!. This is a stand alone Rome campaign telling the history of Alexander the great Campaign.
Man I can tell that if you didn't play the first game the campaign is really hard to do. Even on Easy difficulty.
I Really recommend you buy and play the Rome Gold edition a bit before attempting this.

It is a great campaign and it's so cheap that is tottaly worth it. I just wish they did more of this type of stuff.

Overral 8/10. Fun game! Solid mechanics and controls, feels like I'm playing a lost Sega Master System classic!. Love the
game,and is familyar to me Vlad Dracul is always goin to be the Count of Transilvania,if u like puzzel solving and mind thinking
game this is the one.Have fun ;). How can i install this one ? i've already bought it. love the class 33. Is realy entertaining if u
have patience to upgrade.
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